
Wellness 

“Health is Wealth, Peace of Mind is Happiness, Yoga 
Shows the Way” 

– Swami Vishnudevananda 

The ancient Indian texts define health as a state of complete physical, mental 
and spiritual balance. Total wellbeing is thus not just freedom from disease. The 
word in Sanskrit for Wellness is “Swastha,” and it means to abide in Self. It is 
total integration, true happiness.  

The term Yoga is also from the Sanskrit language. Its root ‘Yuj’ means to ‘join’, to 
‘yoke together’, ‘unify’. Yoga practice is a complete science of life originating in 
India. It is a logical, step-by-step system to attain physical, mental, emotional and 
spiritual health. The practices of Yoga are an exploration of our own nature on all 
these levels. At the core Swastha/Wellness and Yoga are synonyms.  

Through systematic practices of body and breath awareness we purify, balance, 
and enhance the life force, (called prana,) which animates our being. Balance in 
prana equals balance in every system of the body and of the mind. Thus the 
practices encourage, support, nourish, and enhance our positive qualities on the 
journey of life. Since the focus is on body and breath awareness it is a universal 
practice.  

To highlight and simplify the many interpretations of these practices, the great 
teachers of India condensed the essence of Yoga teachings into five main 
principles or points for physical and mental health as well as spiritual growth.  

Presented here is just a tiny offering as an introduction to a vast body of 
knowledge and practice. The basis of this particular integral practice originates in 
the Sivananda tradition of Hatha Yoga. The Sanskrit word “Hatha” refers to the 
fundamental polarities present in everybody. Their balance opens us to our own 
and universal wisdom.  

Some simple practices will be introduced with deep gratitude to the teachers who 
have perpetuated this knowledge. I hope that they may inspire an interest in 
exploring further.  

Susie Roy  

	 

 
 



Five Points of Yoga  

• Proper Exercise (Asana) - Yoga poses help develop a strong, and healthy 
body; enhancing flexibility, improving circulation, boosting the immune system, 
and toning the nervous system.  

• Proper Breathing (Pranayama) – Breath awareness, and conscious breathing 
practices reduce stress and reduce or eliminate many diseases since lack of 
oxygen is at the core of all diseased states. In addition in the Eastern context 
blockages in the flow of vital force known as prana, are causes for diseased 
states.  

• Proper Relaxation - Helps keep the body from going into overload mode, 
easing worry and fatigue, and supporting rejuvenation and sustainability.  

• Proper Diet - Eating simple, healthy, easy to digest, natural foods which are 
rich in nutrients, have a positive effect on the mind and body, as well as the 
environment and other living beings.  

• Positive Thinking and Meditation - These are the true keys to achieving 
peace of mind and eliminating negativity in our lives.  

Some Benefits of Yoga Summarized:  

� Fosters optimal health and alleviates aches and pains ( 

� Balances hormones ( 

� Builds immunity ( 

� Soothes stress ( 

� Slows aging process ( 

� Helps maintain healthy weight ( 

� Helps treat sleep disorders ( 

� Improves brain power ( 

� Helps reduce body’s inflammatory response to stress ( 

� Decreases anxiety and depression ( 

� Reduces spinal disk degeneration, and helps prevent and cure back problems 

� Boosts heart health ( 



 

1. Proper Exercise - Asana (postures)  
Our physical body is meant to move and exercise. If our lifestyle does not provide 
natural motion of muscles and joints, disease and great discomfort can ensue 
with time. Proper exercise should be pleasant to the practitioner while beneficial 
to the body, mind and spiritual life.  

There are numerous modern physical culture systems designed to develop the 
muscles through mechanical movements and exercises. As Yoga regards the 
body as a vehicle for the soul on its journey towards perfection, Yogic physical 
exercises are designed to develop not only the body but also to broaden the 
mental faculties and the spiritual capacities.  

The Yogic physical exercises are called Asanas and mean a steady pose or 
posture, held for some time. Poses should be steady and comfortable, firm, yet 
relaxed, helping a practitioner to become more aware of their body, mind, and 
environment.  

Initially, our concern is simply to increase body flexibility. The body is as young 
as it is flexible. Yoga exercises focus on the health of the spine, its strength and 
flexibility. The spinal column houses the all-important nervous system, the 
telegraphic system of the body. By maintaining the spine’s flexibility and strength 
through exercise, circulation is increased and the nerves are ensured their supply 
of nutrients and oxygen.  

The postures also target the internal organs and the endocrine system, areas in 
the body not accessed as specifically in sports.  

The postures follow an exact order that allows for the systematic movement of 
every major part of the body in a balanced way that enhances prana or life force 
energy, keeping the mind quiet and without the need to think beyond each 
individual pose. This promotes mental and emotional balance.  

Thus the basic postures are more than just stretching exercises, they open the 
energy channels, chakras (energy centers) and psychic centers of the body while 
increasing flexibility of the spine, strengthening bones and stimulating the 
circulatory and immune systems. Along with proper breathing, asanas also calm 
the mind and reduce stress. With regular practice one can ensure overall 
physical and mental health and the possible prevention of diseases such as 
diabetes, hypertension and arthritis. In time, performing the poses slowly and 
consciously becomes a mental exercise in concentration and meditation.  

 

 



2. Proper Breathing  
Breath and breathing has been held sacred by practically every culture in history. 
Today, most people are quite aware that conscious breathing is the key to peak 
performance, sustainability and optimum health.  

The subtlest level of breath is energy. In India it is called prana. In Latin, it is 
Spiritus, the animating principle of life. This vital energy is our life force and 
arises from the deepest level of our being. Control in our Prana leads to control 
of the mind. Breathing exercises are called Pranayama, which means to control 
the flow of Prana.  

Breath is the voice of our spirit. Breathing patterns are like fingerprints: unique to 
each of us. Every psychological and emotional state has a corresponding 
breathing pattern. As we change from one mood to another, breathing patterns 
change. By focusing on our breath we can awaken healing energies and calming 
forces within us. By controlling and directing our breath, we can control and direct 
many so called “unconscious” reactions. Through conscious breathing we can 
regulate our physiological, emotional, psychological and spiritual states.  

“The Awareness of the breath removes the wall between the conscious and 
unconscious mind. This inner battle, where one part of the mind is trying to 
control the other part of the mind, comes to an end. The split mind becomes 
whole. One can say that the entire mind then becomes conscious. This is the 
place where one feels that the mind has no limits. In this state everything 
becomes possible because here whatever the mind imagines, it can also 
actualize.” From Chup Sadhana by Mansoor.  

This awareness can help us to avoid or deal with a host of health problems, life 
challenges and relationship issues. If you can become aware of how you are 
breathing, especially when negative or limiting thoughts, and painful feelings 
arise, and if you can redirect the flow of your breath at those times, many 
wonderful changes would occur.  

Tension can be thought of as blocked or “stuck” energy. It is good to realize that 
we can learn to breathe away our tensions. We can learn to appreciate and 
support all our natural healthy breathing reflexes such as sighing and yawning – 
especially when our life energy becomes stifled or stuck.  

A vast body of research tells us that in all serious disease states a low oxygen 
state is present. Most of us use only a fraction of our lung capacity. We breathe 
shallowly, barely expanding the ribcage. Our shoulders are hunched, we have 
painful tension in the upper part of the back and neck, and we suffer from lack of 
oxygen.  

Cells undergoing partial oxygen starvation send out tiny panic signals, which are 
collectively felt in the body as a continuous vague sensation of uneasiness, 



dread or disaster. These warning signals of uneasiness, fatigue, feelings of 
helplessness tend to get tuned out or attributed to something else besides 
cellular oxygen deprivation.  

Yoga teaches us how to use the lungs to their maximum capacity and how to 
control the breath. Proper breathing is deep, slow and rhythmical. This increases 
vitality and mental clarity. Unrestricted breathing is vital to health and longevity.  

3. Proper Relaxation  
By deeply relaxing all the muscles we can thoroughly rejuvenate our nervous 
system and attain a deep sense of inner peace.  

When the body and the mind are constantly overworked, their natural efficiency 
to perform work diminishes. Modern social life, food, work and even the so-called 
entertainment, make it difficult for us to relax. Many have even forgotten that rest 
and relaxation are nature’s way of recharging. Even while trying to rest, the 
average person expends a lot of physical and mental energy through tension.  

More of our energy is spent in keeping the muscles in continual readiness for 
work than in the actual useful work done. In order to regulate and balance the 
work of the body and mind, it is best to learn to economize the energy produced 
by our body.  

It may be remembered that in the course of one day, our body usually produces 
all the substances and energy necessary for the next day. But it often happens 
that all these substances and energy may be consumed within a few minutes by 
bad moods, anger, injury or intense irritation. The process of eruption and 
repression of violent emotions often grows into a regular habit. The result is 
disastrous, not only for the body, but also for the mind.  

We can just as easily nurture habits of restorative relaxation and stillness with 10 
to 15 minutes of relaxation practice a day.  

In addition we can relax and recharge by taking short moments of resting as 
Open Intelligence/Awareness/Self repeated many time throughout the day. As 
many great teachers have said, “Introduce yourself to open intelligence by 
stopping thinking just for a moment. What remains? Alertness, clarity and 
openness remain. Open intelligence and its data (thoughts, words, experiences – 
in other words everything other than Awareness) are indivisible like the sky and 
the color blue”.  

During complete relaxation, there is practically no energy or “Prana” being 
consumed, although a little is keeping the body in normal condition while the 
remaining portion is being stored and conserved.  

In order to achieve perfect relaxation, yoga teachers use three methods: 



“Physical”, “Mental”, and “Spiritual” relaxation. Relaxation is not complete until we 
reach that stage of spiritual relaxation. The experience of this may take some 
practice so we must be patient with ourselves.  

Physical Relaxation  

We know that every action is the result of thought. Thoughts take form in action, 
the body reacting to the thought. Just as the mind may send a message to the 
muscles ordering them to contract, the mind may also send another message to 
relax the tired muscles.  

Physical relaxation begins with the toes and moves upward using 
autosuggestion. These messages are sent to all parts of the body, including the 
internal organs. This relaxation pose is known as corpse pose or savasana.  

Mental Relaxation  

When experiencing mental tension, it is advisable to breathe slowly and 
rhythmically for a few minutes. Soon the mind will become calm and we may 
experience a kind of floating sensation.  

Spiritual Relaxation  

However one may try to relax the mind, all tensions and worries cannot be 
completely removed until one reaches spiritual relaxation.  

As long as we identify with the body and the mind, there will be worries, sorrows, 
anxieties, fear and anger. These emotions, in turn bring tension. Yoga teachers 
know that unless we can withdraw from the body/mind idea and separate 
ourselves from the ego-consciousness, there is no way of obtaining complete 
relaxation.  

The yogi identifies himself with the all pervading, all-powerful, all-peaceful and 
joyful Self, Open Intelligence or pure consciousness within. He knows that the 
source of all power, knowledge, peace and strength is in the Self, not in the body. 
We tune to this by asserting the real nature that is “I am that pure consciousness 
or Self”. This identification with the Self completes the process of relaxation.  

Puddle Out!  (Excerpt from article by Breath Work master Dan Brule)   

Relaxation is a basic life skill. It is a healing art. Complete relaxation is a 
cornerstone of Breath Mastery. It is the ultimate shortcut to enlightenment!  

Whether you are in the middle of an asthma attack or recovering from surgery, 
whether you are training as a wrestler or working as a healer, playing in a billiard 
tournament or performing on stage: relaxation is something you need to 
practice.  



The more you are able to relax, the easier it is for energy to flow through you. By 
“energy” I mean creative energy, I mean aliveness, vitality: chi, ki, prana, spirit, 
vital life force, healing light, divine love... Isn’t that something you’d like to feel?  

Puddle out for 10-20 minutes a day. Devote that time exclusively, entirely to 
relaxation. (Make sure to also include momentary re-minders to relax and 
breathe throughout the day.)  

“Puddling out” comes from the analogy of ice cream melting in the sun. Imagine 
your body melting and softening. The idea is to relax so much that the spaces 
between your cells open up, allowing energy to get into all the cracks and 
crevices of your being.  

Can you relax and let go? I mean can you really relax and let go? Can you 
release all your muscles and joints? Can you loosen and soften your entire 
body? Can you be like a rag doll? How quickly can you relax? How deeply? How 
completely?  In the midst of what situations can you relax? Under what 
circumstances can you relax? Can you relax in action? Can you relax in motion? 
Can you relax when you are in pain? Can you relax when you are afraid? Can 
you relax into divine energy?  

Are you aware of the tension that you hold and carry with you all the time? Are 
you holding yourself together somewhere, somehow to avoid pain or injury?  

Do you try to relax, but your body responds by becoming tenser? Is your 
relaxation fleeting and fragile? Is it easily disturbed?  

Anyone can relax when everything is going smoothly, when your bills are paid, 
when you feel good, when you are safe at home, when there’s plenty of money in 
the bank, when the kids are healthy and happy.  

But the ability to relax when the going gets tough: that’s the thing! To relax when 
everyone around you is lost in a panic: that’s the thing! To relax during intense 
moments in life, when it’s the last thing we would think to do: that’s the thing!  

There are many moments in life when we are automatically driven by 
unconscious dysfunctional reactions and habits. How many times have you 
looked back on a situation and wished you could have taken a breath and 
cleared yourself before speaking or acting? How many things have you done that 
you would have done differently had you taken a moment to stop and reflect?  

If you spend a few minutes a day just “puddling out,” you will be surprised at how 
much energy you will conserve and accumulate. You will be surprised at how this 
practice will help you at those moments in your life when you have an urge to 
strike out in anger, or to reach for that cigarette!  

Breath work gives us practice at letting go: whether it is letting go of thoughts, old 
habits, pain or illness.  



Puddling out regularly has the side effect of improving our ability to remain 
conscious and clear in those critical moments of life.  

Puddling out is a key to health and happiness. Practice it. Master it!  

4. Proper Diet  
Besides being responsible for building our physical body, the foods we eat affect 
our mind profoundly. Since ancient times in India, foods have been classified 
according to energy that they produce and how this affects body and mind. There 
are foods that are beneficial – called Sattvic or pure, and those that are impure 
and undermine our physical, emotional and intellectual balance, are known as 
Tamasic (stale or overripe, rotten) and Rajasic (over-stimulating, agitating)  

Thus the yogic diet consists of pure, simple, natural foods, which are easily 
digested and promote health. Simple meals aid the digestion and assimilation of 
foods. More energy is made available for mental creativity and spiritual 
understanding. Overeating makes us dull.  

According to the ancient science of Ayurveda, the key to health is in increasing 
the digestive fire or in Sanskrit called - Agni. Agni’s home is in the solar plexus. 
By generating heat here, and strengthening the muscles in this region, we can 
“fan the fire” and increase our digestive power:  

� Kapalabhati pranayama and regular yoga asana practice ( 

� Before you eat, do 5 minutes of diaphragmatic breathing to activate the body’s 
(rest and digest response relaxing the nervous system and enhancing 
blood flow to the digestive organs. ( 

Belly Massage (A little tender-loving-care works wonders on an upset (and 
previously ignored) stomach. Here is a recipe: (Warm up some organic sesame 
oil, find a quiet room, dim the light, lie down, and slowly rub the oil on your belly 
in a clockwise motion for up to five minutes. This will soothe a gaseous stomach, 
promote digestion and help you tune into your body and breath.  

 

(Healthy Eating Habits – according to Ayurveda 

• Begin each meal by giving thanks    

• Choose the foods according to your constitution. “One man’s meat is another 
  man’s poison” as the old saying goes.    

• Choose seasonal, local, fresh foods, that are free from additives and pesticides 
  and, which are grown organically.    



• Eat only when hungry to ensure you have the digestive capacity to process the 
  food.    

• Get regular aerobic exercise.  

• Strengthen your abdominal muscles.  

• Nostril dominance has subtle effects on our energy and can help or hinder our 
digestion. When the right nostril is dominant the energy in our body is 
ideal for digestion. Stop eating if nostril dominance changes during a 
meal. It is a subtle message that your body has had enough.    

• Eat your largest meal around noon, when digestive fire is the strongest.    

• Fast for at least 12 hours (e.g. 7pm to 7am).    

• Eat in a settled atmosphere. Ambience is emotional diet.    

• Never drink iced drinks with a meal as these dampen the digestive fire. If 
  food is dry or you feel thirsty, sip a little warm water with meals.    

• Be mindful of your food when eating, don’t read, watch TV or be distracted by 
  too much conversation.    

• Avoid eating when upset as food eaten at this time becomes toxic.    

• Chew well so the digestive enzymes in the mouth can do their work properly.    

• Eat at a moderate pace to be aware of intake and limits.    

• Eat freshly cooked meals to imbibe Prana (vital energy).    

• Ayurveda states it is good to experience all six tastes at a meal (sweet,   sour, 
salty, bitter, pungent and astringent).    

• Leave 1⁄3 to 1⁄4 of your stomach empty to ease digestion.    

• Sit quietly for a few minutes after your meal to consciously transform the food  

5. Positive Thinking and Meditation  
Here is the most important point of all; we become what we think. Thus we 
should exert to entertain positive and creative thoughts, as these will contribute 
to vibrant health and a peaceful, joyful mind. The mind will be brought under 
perfect control by regular practice of meditation.  

When the surface of a lake is still, one can see to the bottom very clearly. This is 
impossible when the surface is agitated by waves. In the same way, when the 



mind is still, with no thoughts or desires, you can see the “Self” and this is called 
Yoga.  

We can control the mental agitation by two means: by concentrating the mind 
either externally or internally. Internally, we focus on the “Self” or the 
consciousness of “I am”. Externally, we focus on anything other than the “Self” or 
“I am”.  

When we take up some recreation on putting the ball into the hole (golf), the 
other thoughts are slowed down or stilled. We feel we have played a good game 
when we have achieved perfect concentration. The happiness we experience 
comes, not because of the ball being put in the hole eighteen times, but because 
we have achieved perfect concentration eighteen times. At that time, all the 
worries and problems of the world disappear.  

The mental ability to concentrate is inherent to all; it is not extraordinary or 
mysterious. The only difference between this and meditation (the positive way), is 
that generally we have learned to focus the mind externally on objects. When the 
mind is fully concentrated, time passes unnoticed, as if it did not exist. When the 
mind is focused, there is no time! Time is nothing but a modification of the mind. 
Time, Space, and causation and all external experiences are mental creations.  

All happiness achieved through the mind is temporary and fleeting; it is limited by 
nature. To achieve that state of lasting happiness and absolute peace, we must 
first know how to calm the mind, to concentrate, and go beyond the mind. By 
turning the mind’s concentration inward, upon the self, we can deepen that 
experience of perfect concentration. This is the state of Meditation.  

Meditation is an experience that cannot be described, just as colors cannot be 
described to a blind man. All ordinary experience is limited by Time, Space and 
Causation. Our normal awareness and understanding do not transcend these 
bounds.  

Finite experience, which is measured in terms of past, present and future, cannot 
be transcendental. Concepts of time are illusory, for they have no permanence. 
The present, immeasurably small and fleeting, cannot be grasped. Past and 
future are non- existent in the present. We live in illusion.  

The meditative state transcends all such limitations. In it there is neither past nor 
future, but only the consciousness of “I am” in the eternal NOW. It is only 
possible when all mental modifications are stilled.  

The closest analogous state that we can experience is deep sleep, in which there 
is neither time, nor space, nor causation. Meditation, however, differs from deep 
sleep, for it works profound changes in the psyche. By curbing and stilling the 
oscillations of the mind, meditation brings mental peace.  

On the physical level, meditation helps to prolong the body’s anabolic process of 



growth and repair, and to reduce the catabolic or decaying process. Ordinarily 
the anabolic process predominates until the age of 18. From 18 to 35 there is 
balance between the two, and after 35 the catabolic process dominates. 
Meditation can significantly reduce the catabolic decline. This is because of the 
innate receptivity of the body cells.  

Each of our body cells is governed by the instinctive subconscious mind. They 
have both an individual and a collective consciousness. When the thoughts and 
desires pour into the body, the cells are activated; the body always obeys the 
group demand. It has been scientifically proven that positive thoughts bring 
positive result to cells. As meditation brings about a prolonged positive state of 
mind, it rejuvenates body cells and retards decay.  

One cannot learn to meditate, anymore than one can learn to sleep, one falls into 
both states.  


